An important choice
faces us: let the
computer perpetuate
archaic methods of
publishing, or use it to
vault our minds into a
hyperspace of thought.
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Simplicity almost ne'er happens In it¬
self; it must In designed. I lure are
matt' computer programs lot dealing
w ith complexity. I nfortunalely. as a
rule, they generate more complexity.
Many systems that start out simply,
like order processing or iii'nicing, are
appallingly complex in their full¬
blown computer regalia. \s a result,
many computer people see their jobs
as the management and perpetuation
of this complexity.
\n alternative to this care and
feeding of e'er more complex systems
based on simplistic frameworks js to
seek a framework that holds and deals
with ideas and their relationships in
their natural form and structure, in
their full and exact intricacy. In lace
squarely and early the natural impli¬
cations of a process brings simplicity
in the loll” run.
\ situation where this choice
can he made is upon us now with the
arriyal of ( heap word processing sys¬
tems. Ihcsc machines help create,
manipulate, and store people's ideas
in the form of written documents.
Main of these documents relate to

Hyperworld: a vast new realm of published text
and graphics, available instantly; a grand library
that anybody can store anything in.
each other, quoting in part or whole, refer¬
encing through footnotes and bibliographies,
or merely sharing similar ideas It is often
necessary to store many copies of one docu¬
ment to assure safety from accidental dele¬
tions. provide a means for backtracking
through successive states of the document,
and for repeated use by other documents.
The safety of documents should be
taken care of automatically; that it is still a
problem shows the low state of the art. Back¬
tracking is an important consideration. Al¬
though we do not need to go back through
previous material often, we should be able to
do it right when we do. Here is what doing it
right entails:
Suppose we create an automatic stor¬
age system that takes care of backtracking
automatically .Asa user makes changes, they
go directly into the storage system, filed
chronologically. The user may then refer not
merely to the present version of a document,
but may go back in time to any previous
version. He must also be able to follow a
specific section of a document back through
time, studying its previous states. We need
not go into technical details here, but it is
obvious that such a system departs from con¬
ventional block storage. It would store mate¬
rial in fragments under control of a master
directory which indexes by time and othet
factors.
This same scheme can be expanded to
handle alternative versions, more than one
arrangement of the same materials, a facility
that writers and programmers could certainly
use. Alternative versions are important in
many boiler plate applications, such as law
and public relations writing, where the same
materials are churned out repeatedly in differ¬
ent arrangements and variations. A master
indexing scheme could greatly reduce storage
requirements in these applications, and make
the relations among documents much clearer.
Of course, a facility that holds many
versions of the same material and allows his¬
torical backtracking is not terribly useful un¬
less it can help intercompare different ver¬
sions in detail, unless it can show you, word
for word, what parts of two versions are the
same.
Lawyers could use this facility to
compare wordings. Congressmen could com¬
pare different draff versions of legislative
bills. Authors could see what has happened to
specific passages in their writings between
drafts. Biologists and anatomists could com¬
pare corresponding parts of animals using a
graphical database of physiology that shows
evolving structure.
By creating such a capable storage
system, we have greatly simplified the life of
the text user. The nuisance of backup, and the
spurious nonsense-task of finding names for
backup files, is eliminated. More important¬

ly, we have unified all versions (previous and
alternative) in a single structure for ready
reference. The user could scroll through any
two versions to see corresponding parts, and
much more.
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So far we imagine a new
reading-and-writing box
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(ike a high-power word
processor. Let us add one more facility, links.
To begin with, let us think of a link as
simply an opportunity to jump away from
some point in the text. A conventional foot¬
note is a good example. An asterisk, say,
signals that “there’s something to jump to
from here "If you point at it with your lightpen (or mouse or whatever), bingo!—you’re
now at the footnote, or whatever else the
author took you to. If you don’t like it there,
hit a return button and you’re back to where
the asterisk appeared. No harm has been
done.
This simple facility—call it the jumplink capability—leads immediately to all
sorts of new text forms: for scholarship, for
teaching, for fiction, for poetry.
Marginal notes, like those scribbled in
books, are another simple and important type
of link. (Where the “margins” of the com¬
puter screen are—that is, how to show
them—is a matter particular to your own
screen setup.)
The link facility gives us much more
than the attachment of mere odds and ends. It
permits fully nonsequential writing. Writings
have been sequential because pages have
been sequential. What is the alternative?
Why, hypertext—nonsequential writing.
Many, perhaps most, writers have
been frustrated by the problem of choosing a
sequence for the ideas they are presenting.
Any sequence is generally arbitrary, and
what is right for one reader may be wrong for
another. Indeed, many writers have experi¬
mented with nonsequential forms—one of
my favorites is Nabokov’s Pale Fire—and I
think such forms have proved gratifying.
They are not necessarily easy to work with,
however. That is because existing mecha¬
nisms push us toward sequency. Even the
best of commercial word processors.
I have so far presented several new
capabilities that I think are important: alterna¬
tive versions and historical backtrack, both
with sameness display, and links.
These work together; they have to.
The links allow the creation of nonsequential
writings and jump-structured graphics of
many kinds. But if you are going to have
links you really need historical backtrack and
alternative versions. Why? Because if you
make some links on Monday and go on mak¬
ing changes, perhaps on Wednesday you’d
like to follow those links into an updated ver¬

sion. They’d better still be attached to the
right parts, even though the parts may have
moved. And the sameness display allows the
complex linked alternatives to be studied and
intercompared in depth.
Let us call this Stage One: a system of
computer storage that holds small pieces of a
document, not big blocks, and instantly as¬
sembles them into any part of whichever ver¬
sion you ask for. That allows you to create
links of any kind you want between any things
you want, and shows you which parts are the
same between related versions. Let us call
such a storage system a hyperfile.
Electronic publishing is coming; this
much we all agree on. Just what it will be is
not so clear. For some five hundred years the
public has been reading from books and mag¬
azines of paper. Now all that may change.
As computer ert screens become more
and more available, there is less and less
reason for printing on paper. The costs of
wood pulp and gasoline, the long lead times
of editorship and production, the increasing
divergence of specialized interests, and the
lowering cost of computers with screens, of
disk storage, and digital communications, all
suggest this.
Beginning thinkers in this area often
suppose that what will be offered to the
screen reader will be merely individual stored
documents, available on-line quickly, but
based somehow on conventional documents
nestling in conventional sequential computer
files. My view is quite different.
Consider the hyperfile we just fin¬
ished expounding. Why can’t we extend it
into a full publishing system? Once the pack¬
age allows linkage and backtracking, why not
extend it? Why not allow anyone to create
links between documents, allowing jumps
straight from one to another? If documents
can be reached and used on-line by anyone,
all we need additionally is the ability to create
links among them—to make our own book¬
marks and marginal notes, to quote from them
by direct excision. And why not, indeed, al¬
low users to assemble collections of docu¬
ments into larger ones?
Royalties will have to be paid, of
course. Since there is no controlling what
happens at the user end, this royalty should be
automatically recorded and largely based on
transmission time. An hour, five minutes, or
one second of a thing, each contribute propor¬
tionally to the copyright holder’s account. I
will bypass the question of whether different
rates of royalty should be allowed.
The logic of such com¬
pound documents is simple
and derives from the con¬
cept of document owner¬
ship. Every document has an owner. The in¬
tegrity of this document is maintained; no one
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Not many people have noticed that the crt is an
ideal two-person device. Every computer screen
should have a jump seat.
may change it but the owner.
Someone else, however, may create a

new realm of published text and graphics, all

document which quotes it or revises it; this
document, too, retains its integrity. That
means you can indefinitely create new docu¬
ments from old ones, making whatever
changes seem appropriate. Originals remain
unchanged.
What’s more, since the copyright

available instantly; a grand library that any¬
body can store anything in—and get a royalty
for—with links, alternate versions, and back¬
track available as options to anyone who
wishes to publish them. It is a world.
• whose documents window and link freely
to one another;
• where every quotation may be traced in¬

holder gets an automatic royalty, anything
may be quoted without permission. That is,
publishing through such a net requires implic¬
it permission for your work to be quoted ad
lib. You publish something, anyone can use
it, you always get a royalty automatically.
Fair. Especially if the reader can always say,
“Show me what this was originally.”

ware techniques.
The result is a seemingly anarchic

stantly, and seen in its original context;
• where minority interpretations and com¬
mentary may be found everywhere;
• where any point of view disagreed with
may at once be restated “in the margin,
with only minor changes, by any commenta¬
tor; thus good explanations of everything

But this means a whole new pluralistic
publishing form. If anything which is already
published can be included in anything newly
published, any new viewpoint can be fairly
presented. For example, my great-grandfa¬

soon become available;
• where a collage of parts can be assembled
by anyone into a new unifying vision, but the
doubtful reader may wander off into a con¬

ther, Edmund Gale Jewett, believed that one
word in Hamlet was incorrect. It should have
been “siege,” not “sea of troubles,” in the
well-known soliloquy, he thought.
Very well. If Hamlet is on the system,
then E.G. Jewett could publish his ownHamlet very easily; a quote-link to the whole origi¬

pool of documents, true, but that’s what lit¬
erature has been anyhow. Yet I see this new
world as orderly in two ways. Its orderliness
is not, as some would suppose, imposed by
the computer or its administrators, but by
something which arose long ago in the natural
structure of literature, and which we are

stituent part and not return;
• where an article published on Wednesday
is festooned with disagreements by Friday,
widely windowed the following week, for¬

merely retaining.
One kind of order, order on the small
scale, is simply the distinction between docu¬
ments and the enforcement of ownership.
You know who created whatever you ’re look¬

gotten the next year, rediscovered in a decade.

nal, except for “sea,” which is changed to
“siege ”
, .
,
Now, the obvious rules of the road
should be as follows;
1. Shakespeare’s Hamlet is of course
unchanged and available instantly.
2. Jewett’s modified version of Ham¬
let, composed almost entirely of the original,
is also available instantly. Jewett may give it
any title he wants.
3. Shakespeare—or presumably some
Needy Author’s Fund—gets the royalties for
the portion of Shakespeare’s Hamlet sum¬
moned by readers.
,
4 When people read Jewett s Ham¬
let the author's fund still gets the royalty on
Shakespeare’s behalf almost all the time. But
Jewett gets a minute proportion of the royalty
for the change he has made, whenever a read¬
er encounters that part.
5. Anyone reading Jewett s version
can say, “Show me the original of this next to
it,” or just, “Take me to the original.”
6. Anyone reading Shakespeare s
Hamlet can say; ‘ ‘What documents have links
to this?” or “Are there any alternative ver¬
sions?” and get a list that includes Jewett s
version.
Note also the modest cost to Jewett
should he "publish" his text; the storage cost
for a few hundred bytes to hold id, pointers,
and changes. Also, note that this arrangement
is fair, orderly. and simple These seem to me
very important features.
The overarching vision I propose,
then, we might call a “hyperworld”—a vast
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sands of years we have had a tradition we call
literature. Its inner structure has been that of
documents, each with an owner/creator,
which quote and refer to one another in an
ever-growing snowball. All I am proposing
here is to electronify and hasten access to this
very traditional structure—but with suitable
enhancements arising from available soft¬

.
Scholarship becomes piled high with
popularizations. Good quotations, good dia¬
grams, propagate through this electronic lit¬
erature like wildfire, as everybody uses them.
The tangle of links will grow. Profes¬
sional indexers will create directories of what
they think we’ll want to see, and collect a
whiff of royalty every time you veer through
their directory. (The system must not have an
official directory; that implies an official set
of categories—a bias best left to users.)

ing at; despite the staggering pluralism, each
thing is kept separate and intact because only
its author, or publisher, controls it. No one
can ever be misquoted except by making a
copy, rather than a quotation-link, and that
can be easily recognized as suspicious.
The other form of order is the long¬
term orderliness of ideas, which is ever cre¬
ated and re-created by commentators, para-

Is this chaos? Not at all. Because at
any one time you are within one specific doc¬
ument, the work of a specific author. If this
work is windowing to other documents, nev¬
ertheless you are still not “in” the others, but
viewing them through the present author’s
textual filter.
Think of the present document as a
sheet of glass. It may have writing painted on
it by the present author; it may have windows
to something else, but these windows may
have as it were, colored cellophane or opaquing on them. It is only when you step
through the window—which you may do at
any time—that you reach the original. But
stepping through the window means turning
one glass page and going on to the next. Now
you are in another work.

SIMPLE
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u

ORDERLY

Now reconsider what we
said before about simplicity. Simplicity must be designed, but it should reflect

the true inner structure of something. Many
approaches to electronic publishing are very
complicated. But that can’t work on a broad
scale; the word publishing itself suggests use
by the public. Meaning simplicity. For thou¬

phrasers, anthologizers.
1 see a world where people are brought
together by the computer, rather than driven
apart by television. The computer screen is
really a very social instrument. Not many peo¬
ple have noticed that the crt is an ideal twoperson device. Sure, much of the time there s
only one person at it, but often there are two.
And when there are two people, the situation is
socially interesting: they are usually in a col¬
league relationship. Two people sit, chat, ex¬
change ideas as they browse, decide together
what to do next. Bossy authority does not tit
well when two people are looking at a tube and
chatting. ‘ ‘ Suppose we try this. ” one will say.
or, ‘‘Let’s do that.” One may be officially the
other’s boss or teacher, but the relationship is
softened, made more sensible and open to
ideas from both. One moral is that every com¬
puter screen should have a jump seat. As crt
furniture and mountings are better designed,
the computer and screen will no longer be a
stack of boxes to be placed on a wooden desk.
but an integrated piece of furniture with sus¬
pended tube, coordinated work surfaces, and
bucket seats. Or rather a pilot’s bucket seat
and a colleague’s less comfortable pullout
seat. Kibitzers will have to stand.
As explorable graphics and simula¬
tions are added to our hyperworld, the com¬
puter screen will be more and more a new
kind of shared social environment . I see little
kids at play in spaceships and far galaxies, but
with characters on the screen that they ve

In compound hypertext, you al*
to "ft
marginalia of disagreement anyvi^re—which
everyone else is in turn free to ignore.
which may be brought together again, with
J
time and date, when the child wants to see her
C
“dinosaur picture.”
Hey here we are in Snow White and

borrowed from here and there. Barbie *e
Wizard of Oz, Captain Midnight, and Shaft
can be toys in Eriador or the palace of Ming
the Merciless, because graphical
"“y
be drawn from everywhere. The kids build
worlds and castles in two-dimensional collages, which can always be there when they
come back, unlike wooden blocks that clutter

the Seven Dwarfs. A Disney vision. Shall we
tjmnp sideways on links to older illustrations^
jYikes, the 19th century engravings are too
sinister. Let’s see if this passage has a correispending part in the Donald Barthelme ver:
S,°n'
Once we can have full and indepen-

the living room. Later, as 3D imaging
terns like charge become available, the hy
perworld can include three-dimensional data-

dent linking and windowing, scholarship
changes dramatically. A commentator or entic can underline precisely what he is referring
to at any time, and gather together whatever
pieces support his thesis, lntercompanson
and exegesis become easier to do and easier
to follow. Detailed annotations to existing
writings may easily be published anthologies of related materials can easily be put

spaces.
I see adults who were “afraid ot science ’ ’ learning physics at the wheel of a video
game, combining one author s graphics with
another’s simulations and still another s
sound synthesis; where dings and roars and
acceleration make the ideas come alive.
I see families together again, actively

me, when so little education is cumulative,
me,
and when adults say over and over that they
and
don’t remember what they "learned” in
.
school,
why curriculum is assumed to be ot
sch
any importance, thought to be anything other
any
than a pointless and painful charade Nobody
han
learns it anyway; it’s simply an administrative
lean
runaround. (“Curriculum” originally meant
run
“racetrack.”)
,
ra.
2 -‘Subjects.” There are no
sub¬
lets ” Everything is deeply intertwingled.
ject
Supposed subjects are arbitrary divisions in
Sup
the infinite tapestry of human ideas and con¬
the
cerns. The true interconnectedness of knowl¬
cer
edge, as well as the sweeping disagreements
edj
that make scholarship interesting, should be
tha
available to students at all levels.
avi
3. Personal conflicts. The problems

sharing. Imagine a kid and her father brows¬
ing through an illustrated hypertext.
“Gee, daddy, a brontosaurus! Let s

g

between teacher and student of personality,
bd
authority, and outlook often swamp whatever
au
else is supposed to be going on. There has got

Perhaps most important, this richness

to be a way around this.
to
4 Cognitive style. Different people

and completeness becomes available to students who before have had to deal with sunplified, bowdlerized, and gutless materials. ,
Consider schools. From the one-room

animate him!”
,
“Like this?” The father finds several
animations that have been published for this
brontosaurus. Choosing one, he makes the
brontosaurus walk and eat.
“I wonder what the bones of the dino¬
saur look like while he’s walking, ’ ’ ruminates
^ ^Father links to bones while maintain¬s
ing the animation. Now the skeleton walks
inside its outline, still munching from trees.
“Oh, save that, daddy!”
Ic
Daddy hits a button and a private linke
is created to the original dinosaur picture, the
animation frame, and the skeleton—all of

learn best in different ways, and anything
le,
could be taught in any style—but much enercc
gy is wasted on promoting cognitive style as
g)
well.
schoolhouse, a cooperative endeavor foster-,
w
There is a crucial distinction between
ine individual goals and abilities in a sharingi
hypertext and computer assisted instruction.
atmosphere, we went to a batch-processing
h,
I
It is simply one of freedom In computer
system with inane fixed curricula, arbitrary
It
i
assisted instruction, the author can lock yo
apd meaningless standards of success and
a
v
into a specific situation and there you are
failure (what in hell does a “B” in geometry u
,1
constrained to do the task that has been set for
mean?), and teaching as a platoon-control
,e
you, however long it takes, however oppresprocess. Human mentality, even for die
>sive and stupid it may be And there is typicali“well educated,” has been kept by the edu>lv no way to register a disagreement.
cational system and popular outlook far be'
In compound hypertext, however, we
low the levels we can, and ought to, attain.
■ir
retain one of the great traditions of Western
Why is it that schools are by their
iliterature: freedom to turn the page or close
;s
nature boring and oppressive, yet museums,’
which may cover the same subjects, are liber¬
j-e
ating and exciting to kids? The answers are
id
fairly simple: one is dull, the other is vivid;

the book. You are free to write marginalia of

one is confining, the other is free.
*’s
Now there ought to be a way—there»s

computer assisted instruction will open out
mtodie freedom of hyperworld exploration^
And the two-seat hypertext screen

going to be a way—to combine the freedom
of a museum with a reasonable cntenal sys¬
1
tem for monitoring achievement.
not
Aside from the merest basics, it is not
hat
important what you learn, it is important that
den
you learn, and if there are a lot of choices then
nryou are going to choose for yourself and suc]
1
>

r
,
L

“You carry no weight.”

rl0N
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ceed for yourself; thus you feel gratified from
tinthe learning process and competent to contm„,s
ue it, and those are two outcomes the schools
have studiously avoided.
How to bring out the excitement, con¬
s'
troversy, drama, of all the world’s subjects
£
put this in a voluntaristic and uncontrolled
;ing>
framework, and keep it orderly? By creating
eflv
I think, a whole new hyperworld where wevery
fly
our crts through text and graphics of every
£
kind, and a social world built around itU
where ideas become important.
reas
There are several key problem areas
>le to
1. Curriculum. It is unfathomable to

disagreement anywhere—which eveD°^
else isin turn free to ignore I believe dial the
rigidity and narrow-mindedness of today s

may just restore the convivial qualities of
bygone education and of personal tutonng.as
the* teacher drops into the jump seat at th
student’s computer and makes sugges i
rather than gives orders.
,
If there is a published, widely plur ^
istic tapestry of writings on dl topics. the
-ach reader, old or young, can find the style
that best suits him or her for pursuing a speed¬
LC ^^One of the dullest subjects 1 took in
school was “history ” It
meration of names, wars
particular meaning out i i
movies; they had heroes with a purpo^Now
in fact historical scholars are often vitally
concerned with heroes and their putposi
How do the schools manage to make
things dull’’

If all this seems like a wild idea, that means you

understand rl. These are times wild with possibility

Why shouldn't the students have
access to material that makes the motivating
controversies, the heroes and high spots of
history come alive—and then link sideways
between documents to the more factual mate¬

minorities who feel that their views cannot be
heard, is in a sense solved.
High ideals—what passes for high
ideals often isn’t worth a gumball. The drab¬
ness of most computer ideals is a downer,

land, the Whole Works.
If this all seems like a wild idea, that
means you understand it. These are times
wild with possibility. In an age of pocket
calculators, the Pill, hydrogen bombs by

rial? By what paths did the tribes reach Eu¬
rope? (What universal rules of tribalism are
there, if any?) Was the legend of Valhalla
really inspired by the Roman colosseum?
What really happened before the Thera/At¬

like being sprayed with wet concrete: "New
tools for management," "Better through¬
put,” "Instant file cards for libraries.” This
is worth spending your life on? With word
processing and shoot-'em-up arcade games,
interactive computing and graphics have at
last reached The People, and indeed threaten
to transform society. But is this the kind of
transformation we ought to be thinking
about?
Those of us who grew up believing
passionately in ideals that made our country

rocket, and soap opera by satellite, we can try
to create whatever wildness we want in our
society.
And when the kids start being bom up

lantis explosion? What did the Tower of Ba¬
bel look like?

AN EVERWIDENING
TR-._
•

We can't know, but we can
conjecture; there is an
ever-widening tree of possibilities. I want to explore

should be easily heard. Of course, this does
not mean people will listen. But the problem

great, such as liberty and pluralism and the
accessibility of ideas, can hardly ignore the
hope of such an opening-out. Libertarian
ideals of accessibility and excitement might
unseat the video narcosis that now' sits on our
land like a fog. I want to see the writings of
Herodotus, Nostradamus, and Matthew
Brann as accessible as those of Rod McKuen,
along with the art of the Renaissance and
movies of tomorrow—an all-encompassing

of "media coverage." a chafing-point for

picture-book encyclopedia tumult graffiti-

it, and I'm sure other kids would love it too.
Imagine: Hyper-poetry—collages of
pieces of text that cleverly intertwine, or even
rhyme.
Hyper-valentines—send a loved one a
picture with little doors that open into all
kinds of wonderful places in the hyperworld.
Minority voices—every viewpoint

FLEXIBILITY RUNS IN THE FAMILY

in the space colonies—do we want them to
lose touch? Paper’s too heavy to send up, but
hypertext might be about right.
I say these worlds are possible soon.
We need them, and they will make lots of
money. The software is on the way. But what
is really lacking are the visionary artists, writ¬
ers, publishers, and investors who can see the
possibilities and help carry such ideas into
reality.
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MFE has the broadest range of microprocessor-based
cassette terminals on the market today. So you have a choiceof performance, of compatability, of capacity. Only MFE's
family of cassette terminals is flexible enough to meet
a wide variety of data communication needs.

Flexibility of performance:
Model 2500 for economical store-and-forward or data¬
logging. Model 5450 for time sharing and other tele-com¬
munications usages. Model 5450XL for the ultimate in
flexibility and point of sales applications.

Flexibility of interface:
RS 232C and TTY interfaces for a standard connection to
your equipment. A variety of protocols including TI and
NCR compatability.

Flexibility of capacity:
Model 2500 — 542 K bytes. Model 5450 — 666 K bytes.
Model 5450 XL — 1000 K bytes.

Flexibility of installation:
Desk top or rack mounts available.
All this flexibility is a result of MFE’s rigid standards.
MFE’s cassette terminals feature an infinitely consistent
tape drive. Data integrity is assured and so is reliability.

MFE’s cassette terminals. A flexible family that’s
rigidly reliable.
If you are a computer peripherals distributor and
would like to make your line more flexible, call MFE at

800-258-6380.
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